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ABSTRACT

This project deals with a development of a tele-operated robot that utilizes I C bus as

the main communication medium. The development stages are comprised of structure

and mechanism construction, electronic circuit development and programming

algorithms generation. The tele-operated robot functions as a transporter. It has the

ability to transport objects from one location to another. This is done by the

mechanism part that includes the gripper and the lifter part. The function of the

gripper part is to grip or release desired objects. The lifter part on the other hand, lifts

the gripped object to a desired height. This makes the tele-operated robot a versatile

transporter medium that can be used in many industries such as to transport hazardous

chemical waste and to place objects of interest at a shelf in hypermarkets. The

communication between micro-controllers that controls the robot operation utilizes

the I C bus. This bus is categorized under the serial bus. Serial bus is chosen as the

maincommunication linkdue to its capability of reduces circuit complexity and eases

system modifications when needed. In conclusion, the tele-operated robot is best

implemented with I2C bus as the communication medium between micro-controllers

that control the robot's movement but not practical for the remote control

communication medium to the robot. This is due to the fact that a robot is usually

controlled from a far distance where else I2C bus has a limited length ofbus. Wireless

communication such as blue-tooth, infra red and web based control are better suited

for this purpose.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Robotics is vastly used in human's life nowadays. Tasks that are normally done by

human are taken over by robotics periodically. They are used mostly in areas where

harmful and difficult environment are present. Hie project involves a development of

a robot that is remotely controlled by a remote-control. It has the capability of

transporting objects of interest from one location to another. It can be used to stacks

up books in libraries and to place goods on shelves in warehouses. The mobile robot

uses wired remote-control. Due to this, the robot is known as the tele-operated robot.

This project also focuses On the practicality of using a type of serial bus named Inter-

Integrated Circuit (I2C) as the communication medium between the components of

the circuits. The basic understanding of the bus that includes the communication

protocol, configurations, advantages and limitations are also covered. The bus which

is vastly used in semi-conductors has become a standard in semiconductors

manufacturing that includes sensors. Serial bus is considered as the better alternative

to parallelbus in terms for reducing circuits' complexity and makes it easy for system

modifications when needed.

1.2 Problem Statement

Lifting and organizing of objects in warehouses and hypermarkets are normally done

by human. This led to time wastage since certain objects are heavy and some of the

objects need to be placed at high level. This scenario caused difficulties to the

employees that are assigned to the tasks and this can cause an increase of cost of that

particular company. Thus, a mechanism needs to be developed that can replaced the

human dependencies and can perform works in a more efficient way.

Communication between chip to chip of devices is commonly done by parallel bus.
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Parallel bus allows only one bit of instructions flow through it. That is to say that the

communication requires many wires connected between the devices to perform

certain commands or actions. Commonly, parallel bus requires 8 to 32 wires at one

time. This will increase the manufacturing cost of products. IC Bus enables chip to

chip communication using 2 wires instead of multiple wires as in parallel bus.

Numbers of actions and commands can be executed by using the same two wires. It

minimizes the cost and the complexity of the circuit without affecting the

performance and the ability of the systemsor devices.

1.3 Objectives

The main objective of this project is to design and develop a working tele-operated

robot that has the ability to transport objects of interest from one location to another.

The tele-operated uses I2C bus for the communication between micro-controllers that

control the robot operation.

1.4 Scope of Study

The project focuses on three essential aspects ofa robot development. The aspects are

structure and mechanism construction, electronic circuit development and

programming algorithms generation. These three parts are integrated together to form

a robot that can be controlled by any control medium or strategy. The structure and

mechanism part deals with design and development of the robot's structure using

different dimensions of aluminium rods and bars. The electronic circuit development

deals with electronic components that can control the robot's operation. Hie

programming algorithms on the other part deals with operation sequence and

communicationprotocol between the parts of the robot.



1.5 Relevancy of Project

The tele-operated robot is integration of electronic field with mechanical field. In

electronic side, electronic circuits that comprises of a remote-control and robot's

controller are developed to control the robot maneuver and the mechanism. The

operation sequence of the electronic circuits is controlled by the programming

algorithms generated. The algorithms enable the system to transmit and receive

particular signals. It also controls the operation of external devices such as DC

motors. In the mechanical side, the structure and mechanism are designed and

constructed by considering some foundation aspects such as weight distribution, load

capacityand motors specifications.

1.6 Feasibility of Project

This project had been divided into two parts. They are the electronic part and the

mechanical part. Throughout the project, focuses will be on the study of the I C bus

and its application, the current methods used, the existing product available in the

market and buildinga workingprototype. A testingelectroniccircuitwill be designed

and constructed to test the communication capability between microcontrollers by

using the I2C bus. The data sent from the remote control should be successfully

received by the other microcontroller. A testing platform is constructed to simulate

the mechanisms that are controlled by microcontrollers that are connected together by

the I2C bus. With all the resources provided, it will be feasible within the time frame

given.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview

2.1.1 Definition ofRobot

Robot is defined as an electromechanical system that conveys a sense that it has

infant or agency of its own [13]. It has the ability to make choices based on its

surrounding. A robot has numbers of movement axes that enables it to perform any

desired tasks. Combinations of axes jointsmake up a robot. There are many different

definitions of robots that are perceived by different organizations. According to

Robotics Institute of America (RIA), robot is a re-programmable multifunctional

manipulator designed to move materials, parts, tools and specialized devices through

variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks [13]. They

have classified fourclasses of robot [13]. Andtheyare as listed below:

• A. Handling devices with manual control

• B. Automated handling devices withpre-determined cycles

• C. Programmable, servo controlled robots with continuous of point-to-point

trajectories

• D. Capable of C specifications and also acquires information from the

environment for intelligent motion

On the other hand, Japanese Industrial Robot Association (JIRA) had classified six

classesofrobot and they are as listedbelow [13]:

• Manual-handling devicesactuated by an operator

• Fixed sequence robot

• Variable sequence robotwitheasily modified sequence of control

• Playback robot which can record a motion for laterplayback

• Numerical control robotwitha movement program to teachits tasksmanually



• Intelligent robot thatcanunderstand its environment andableto complete the

task despitechangesin the operating conditions

Despite different definitions perceived by organizations, the most accepted one is the

one defined by the International Standard Organization (ISO). According to ISO,

robot is a machine that is automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose,

manipulator programmable in three or more axes, which may beeither fixed in place

or mobile for usein industrial automation applications [13].

2.1.2 Mobile Robots

A mobile robot is an automatic machine that is capable of movement in the given

direction [12]. It is not stationary on one physical location. There are many types of

mobile robot navigation. They are as listedbelow[12]:

• Manual Remote or Tele-Op

A tele-operated robot is normally controlled via joystick. Thejoystick could

be a wired-joystick or wireless-joystick. The robot is controlled by the

operator at a distance. The function of the tele-operated control is to protect

the operator from harmcaused by the tasksenvironment.

•

•

Guarded Tele-Op

A guarded tele-operated robot has the ability to sense the condition of the

surrounding in spite of being controlled by the operator. It has the ability to

sense obstacles evenwhen it is beingcontrolled by the operator. The guarded

tele-operated robotusessensors to sense its' surrounding.

Line FollowingRobot

A line following robot is an autonomous robot that moves along a line. It

operates by keeping its position at the center ofthe line. The robot moves until

something has blocks its path. At this point, it stopsand waitsuntil the line is

not blocked anymore.



• Autonomously Randomized Robot

An autonomously randomized robot performs random motions. This includes

jump off the wall and turn at certain degree without set any conditions to be

met before that actions take place.

• Autonomously Guided Robot

An autonomously guided robot is a type of robot that operates automatically

with the information it perceived from the surrounding. It knows which path it

should take and how it is supposed to move from the information perceived.

This type of robot is also known as the Intelligent Robot or Artificial

Intelligent (AI) robot.

2.1.3 Medical Robot

Robots are used periodically in medical field. They are normally used to perform

surgeries. The usage of robots in surgeries offers precision and miniaturization of

performance. There are basically three classes of robot surgery and they are as listed

below [10]:

• Remote Surgery

• Minimally Invasive Surgery

• Unmanned Surgery

Remote surgery is performed where the surgeon controls the robot movement from a

distance [10]. Specific buttons are pressed to perform certain actions such as move

from one place to another, pick and place objects and also cut the patient disease

areas. Minimally Invasive Surgery limits the surgeon control over the robot actions

[12]. The Unmanned Surgery does not involve the controls from the surgeon. The

robot performs actions based on its Artificial Intelligence (AI) created and

programmed into it. It is able to diagnose and treat the patient according to the

situation and the type ofdisease.



The da Vinci Surgical System which is becoming a popular robotic controlled surgery

consists of three components. They are the surgeon's console, patient-side robotic

cart with two arms manipulated by the surgeon and a high definition three-

dimensional vision system [10]. The surgeon can control and manipulate the robot

movement using the console. Then the arms behave as commanded by the surgeon.

The surgeries that had beenperformed by usingthe da Vinci Surgical System include

the surgeries on prostate cancer and hysterectomy [10]. Other applications that are

related to robotsurgery are cardiac surgery, gynecology, orthopedics andpediatrics.

2.1.4 Industrial Robot

The International Standard Organization (ISO) defines industrial robot as an

automatically controlled, re-programmable, multipurpose manipulator programmed in

three or more axes [9]. Industrial robotthat resembles a robotic armis mostly usedfor

welding, painting, ironing, picking and placing objects, packaging and product

inspection. The usage of robots in industries mostly in manufacturing sector increases

productivity by providing enough speed, accuracy and vision guidance [9]. The only

limitation of having a robotic arm in industries is the flexibility in the hand part. It

requires the robotic arm to be able to hold different objects with different shapes,

sizes and orientations without any problems.

Figure 1:KUKA Robot



2.1.5 Military Robot

Influential countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom use robots for

military purposes. The autonomous or remote-controlled robots are used to serve

many functions. They include taking surveillance photo of the enemy territories and

launching missiles from the air [11]. However, the usage of robots in military

operations poses serious risks. The enemy may hacked into the robot's system and

turn it aroundagainstthe robot's owner [11]. The robot also has the limitationagainst

moving across different terrains and obstacles.

Figure2: Robotsused for MilitaryOperations

2.2 Principle ofOperation

2.2.1 Telerobotics

Tele-operated robot is defined as the device that is controlled remotely by human

operator [15]. The tele-operated robot that has the ability to perform autonomous

work is known as the tele-robot [15]. There are two major components that form a

tele-operated robot. They are the visual system and the control applications [15]. The

visual system enables the operator to see the surrounding that the robot travels. From

there, the operator can instruct the robot to move in certain directions or perform

specific movements. However, there are some problems pertaining to the robot's

vision system [15]. They are as listed below:

• Inadequate resolution ofthe camera

• Lag in the mechanical and computer processing of the movement and the

response

• Opticaldistortion due to the lens condition



• Hand-eye coordination

For the vision system of the tele-operated robot, it is required to be equipped with

interface between the robot vision and the operator. This is to ensure that the operator

is able to see what the robot saw at that moment. The robot's interface is normally

consistsof a monitor, a mouse and a keyboard [15]. The imagesare displayedon the

monitor andthe operator cancontrols the robotby using the keyboard.

There are many types of control applications of a tele-operated robot. One of them is

the usage of a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) for marine applications [15]. The

ROV is normally used for deep-water exploration and inspection. It is also used to

reach a location that is too dangerous for divers. This includes the location with high

pressure or temperature.

2.2.2 Wired Communication

The interface between the robot and the operator can be in a wired form. The wired

communication medium is known as the bus. The communication bus could be a

serial bus or a parallel bus. Parallel bus enables data to be sent bit after bit

simultaneously. This requires numbers of wires to sent one bit each simultaneously.

For instance, 8 address wires sends 8 bit simultaneously to the receiving device. Since

parallel bus requires 8, 16 or more data wires to send different data, the

communication would be much easier but requires many communication wires. This

increases the complexity and the cost ofmanufacturing.

Data and addresses sent through one wire must have its rules and synchronization.

This is important as data and addresses that sent through common wire tend to have

conflict with one another. Conflicts between them may cause the data or addresses to

corrupt. This type of bus is known as the serial bus where every devices share a

commonwire to transmit and receive data [2]. On the other hand, data and addresses

sent through 8 to 32 wires simultaneously are known as the parallelbus. In serialbus,



all wires are eliminated except the data wire. Since the same wire is shared, all of the

data, the selection (addresses) and the direction info (read/write) are multiplexed. A

set of rules need to be developed for the situationto be realized.

There many types of serial programming available nowadays. They include Universal

Serial Bus (USB), Controller Area Network (CAN) and Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C).

These types of serial programming vary in terms of data transmission speed to suit

any kinds of application. Table 1 shows the comparison of the serial bus types in

terms ofdata transmission speed.

Table 1: Comparison of Serial Bus [2]

Type Data Transmission Speed

CAN (1 wire) 33 kHz

fc 100 kHz

CAN (Fault Tolerant) 125 kHz

ft (High Speed Mode) 3.4 MHz

USB (1.1) 1.5 MHz or 12 MHz

High-Speed USB (2.0) 480 MHz

The type of serial bus to be selected for different applications must consider 3

essential factors [2]. The factors are as listed below:

• Speed or data rate

• Number ofdevices allowed to be connected along the same bus

• Total length ofthe wiring
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Table 2 shows the comparison of three types of serial bus in terms of the 3 factors

above.

Table 2: Comparison of Serial Bus Type inTerms of3 Factors [2]

Type Data Rate

(bits/s)

Length (meter) Nodes Typical

Number

Node Number

Limiting Factor

i2c 400 k 2 20 400pF maximum

CAN 1 wire 33 k 100 32 Load resistance

and transceiver

current drive

USB

(low speed, 1.1)

1.5 M 3 2 Bus

specifications

Hi-Speed USB

(2.0)

480 M 25 127 Bus and hub

specifications

Universal Serial Bus (USB) is the most complicated type of serial bus. It has the

ability to service different applications with different data rates and requirements.

USB has 4 pin connector which comprises of power supply (2 pins), data and clock

[2]. It is limited to short distance data communication depending on the configuration.

Many devices can be connected to the USB since it is synchronous and transmits data

in special packets like a network [2]. The advantages ofUSB are as listed:

• Simple plug and play

• Up to 127 devices can be connected together

• Interfaces to other communication exist

Controller Area Network (CAN) was first proposed by Bosch. The main objective for

the development of CAN is to achieve reliable communications in critical control

system applications [2]. To date, CAN is only used for automotive applications.

Figure 3 shows the protocols of the CAN bus. CAN bus wires are pulled by resistors

to their restingstate called a 'recessive' state. A voltage called the 'dominant' state is

forced when a transceiver drives the bus [2]. The identifier indicates the meaning of

the data. All nodes receive and filter the identifier and decide whether to act on the

11



data or not. Sincemany devicescan act on the data, it is called the 'multicast' [2]. All

devices can check the message for transmission error.

Start Of Frame

Identifier

Remote Transmission Request

Identifier Extension

Data Length Code

Data

Cyclic Redundancy Check

Ac Knowledge

End Of Frame

intermission Frame

ispace

Figure 3: CAN Protocols [2]

Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) was first established by Philips to control the operation

of its television. I2C is a simple bi-directional 2-wire bus [2]. The two wires are the

Serial Clock (SCL) and Serial Data (SDA). Inthe industry nowadays, I2C has become

an industry standard and is widely used by major IC manufacturers. Its main

operation is on the master-slave communication. Master device is the device that

controls the whole system or other devices. The devices that are controlled by the

master device are known as the slave devices [4]. Slave devices could be receiver-

only devices or transmitters with the capability to receive and send data. I2C is also

capable to operate in multi-master mode [2]. In this mode, several devices can control

other devices along the same bus. Each device or IC connected to the I2C bus (slave

device) is identified by its own unique address. The master device will select the

slave device based on the unique addresses [2]. The selected slave device will receive

the data send by the master device. The selection of slave devices and data

transmission is done through specific I2C bus protocol. The protocol follows 4 steps

process [4] that is shown below:

* PC START

ADDRESS
Pcstop

fie

DATA

1

J'
Figure 4:4-Steps ofI2C Protocol
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2.3 Existing Product in the Market

The current product that exists in the market is the Automated Guided Vehicle

(AGV). It operates autonomously and uses sequential algorithm programmed into it.

The AGV needs sensing assistance such as sensors to analyze its environment [13].

The signal from the sensors enables the AGV to react or perform specific actions in

accordance with its surrounding. It uses the Artificial Intelligence (AI) to perform

specific operations with the existence of obstruction near it. The AGV is widely used

in warehouses where it id used to transport goods from one place to another. The

limitations or risks posedby the AGV includethe following [13]:

• The AGV is out of control if it's systems fail

• Constant monitoring is needed to ensure the AGV perform its' tasks as

instructed

• The AGV needs to be re-programmed to carry out other tasks than the

specified one

Thus, a tele-operated robot is the better alternative since the robot operation can be

controlled from a distance by the operator. This type of operation can reduce any

mistake that can be done by using the autonomous one.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY / PROJECT WORK

3.1 Procedure Identification

Collect data and information on IC bus and its protocol

Design the robot's structure and mechanisms

Identify components and tool to be used

Construct the robot's base and install mechanisms

Design and construct the electronic circuitry for the remote and the robot

Develop programming algorithm using C language and I C programming
protocol

Integrate circuitry with prograniming

No

Integrate complete circuitry with mechanisms

No

Optimization

Figure 5: Procedures for Designingand ConstructingTele-OperatedRobot
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3.2 Project Implementation Steps

The project is implemented base on the activities flow diagramshown in the previous

page. The activities cover the three aspects of the tele-operated robot development;

structure construction, electronic circuits development and programming algorithms

generation. Listed below are the methodology used for the tele-operated robot

development.

3.2.1 Data Collection

Data pertaining to the three aspects of the robot development are collected prior to the

robot construction. This includes the existing product in the market, technical

specifications of the I C bus, the components specifications and the electronic

circuits. The data are obtained through journals, internet, books and also datasheets.

3.2.2 Design the Structure ofthe Robot

The design of the robot is first sketched. The sketch includes the type of materials to

be used and their measurements. The parts of the material that will be drilled and

made holes are also marked so that correct joints between different parts can be done.

The design includes the base and the mechanism ofthe robot. The base is designed to

have adequate width to cater the robot's stability. The gripper and the lifter part of the

mechanism are designed in a away that they can sustain the weight of the load.

Couplings to attach the wheels and the motor shafts together are also designed.

3.2.3 Components Identification

The components identification stage covers the identification and selection of

electronic components and the materials for the structure. The identification and

selection of the components are based on the requirement and the specification of

them. The components that met the required operating conditions are selected. In the

mechanical side, aluminium bars and rods are selected since they are light in weight

15



and stableenoughto cater the load. The DC motor for the lifterpart is chosen since it

has the capability 6f sustaining big load due to its gearing system that enables the

motor to have higher torque. The components are also selected based on the budget

allocated for this project.

3.2.4 Structure Construction

The structure of the robot is constructed based on the design drawn earlier with the

usage of the selected materials. The individual parts of the structure are first marked

and cut using the automatic cutter machine. The individual parts that have been

already cut are then join together. They are joined by using rivets and screws. The

permanent joints used rivets, while temporary ones used screws. The constructed

structure is then ensured to be stable enough since the lifter part is about 1 meter in

height. DC motors are assembled at the desired location on the structure. The motors

are used for controlling the robot maneuver, the gripper and also the lifter. They are

equipped with individual couplings. The couplings are used to join the shaft of the

motors with the rotating parts ofthe structure.

3.2.5 Electronic Circuits Development

The electronic schematics obtained from the data collection stage are then developed.

There are a total of seven circuits developed for the robot control system. The circuits

include the remote-control, the robot controllers, power supply and motor drivers.

The circuits are developed and tested individually before being integrated together.

Every circuit is first developed on bread-boards and tested their functionality. The

circuits are integrated together and then transferred onto veroboards and tested as the

final product.

16



3.2.6 ProgrammingAlgorithms Generation

The programming algorithms are generated for the use of the micro-controllers that

control the operation sequence of the robot. The micro-controllers used I C bus

communication protocol for inter-micro-controllers communication. The algorithms

are written into the micro-controller by using a compiler program and also a micro

controller burner. Different styles of programming algorithms has been generated

and tested to suit the required control operations.

3.2.7 Electronic Circuitsand ProgrammingAlgorithmsIntegration

The integration of the electronic circuits and the programming algorithms are meant

to observe the capability of the micro-controllers to control the whole operations of

the robot. They are integrated together by writing the algorithms into the micro

controllers.

3.2.8 ThreeParts Integration

The integration of the structure, the electronic circuits and the programming

algorithms are done by connecting the electronic circuits and the motors together.

This is to ensure the controllabilityof the robot movement by the remote-control.The

selected part of the robot should move and operated based on which buttons of the

remote-control is being pressed.

3.2.9 Troubleshooting

The troubleshooting stage comprised of the three aspects mentioned. The

troubleshooting part of the structure includes the re-positioning of the DC motors

onto the structure. The electronic circuits part troubleshooting is done by checking the

connectivityofthe components along the veroboards and checking the output voltage

at the micro-controllers pins. This can be done by using multi-meter and logic probe.

17



As for the troubleshooting of the programming algorithms, modified algorithms are

generated and re-write into the micro-controllers.

3.3 Tools Required

Theproject is delivered by constructing a working model of tele-operated robot

that communicates using the I2C Bus and its programming protocol. The tools and

equipments requiredto carry out the project are as listed below:

• Logic Probe

• Multimeter

• Soldering Iron

• Solder Sucker

• Riveter

• Drilling Machine

• Automatic Cutter Machine

• Programmable Integrated Circuit (PIC) Programmer

• PIC C Compiler

18



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Structure Construction

4.1.1 Base Construction

The structure construction of the robot is divided into two parts; the base part and the

mechanism part. The idea is to construct the base platform first to test the

workingness of the circuits' part when they are integrated with the hardware. Then

the mechanism part is designed and addedonto the base.

The robot's base provides the basic testing platformfor the remote control circuit and

programming algorithm via I2C communication. Shown below in Figure 6, 7, 8and 9

are the completed robot's base from different kind of views. The parts and materials

used in the construction are as listed below:

• 25mmx 50mmrectangular hollowaluminium bar

• Caster ball

• 2 DC motors

• 2 wheels complete with couplings

Figure 6: From Top View Figure 7: From Back View
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Figure 8: From Front View Figure 9: From Side View

The base is made of hollow rectangular aluminium tube with the dimension of 50mm

x 25mm in the cross section. Two dc motors is placed at the back of the base. The dc

motors control the robot movement. The dc motors had been coupled with their

respective wheels. Couplings are used to couple the dc motor and the wheel together.

This is to ensure that the wheels rotation synchronize with the dc motors' rotation. A

caster ball is mounted at the front part of the robot's base. The usage of the free

rotation caster ball eases the movement of the robot where the movement will only be

controlled by the two back wheels and does not depend on the front wheel. The

robot's base must be wide enough to sustain any forces acting on it when the

mechanisms are installed to it. The dimension of the robot's base gives an impact on

the centreofgravityof the robot and the total weight distribution.

4.1.2 Mechanism Construction

The tele-operated robot has the capability to lift and transport objects from one place

to another. A mechanism has been constructed to meet this requirement. The

mechanism (refer Figure 10) is attached to DC motors that are controlled by the

micro-controllers. The mechanism includes the lifting part and the gripping part. The

structure of the mechanism part used different sizes ofaluminiumtubes.



Figure 10: Mechanism Part

4.2 Electronic Circuits

All the mechanisms of the tele-operated robot are controlledby electronic circuitries.

The controlling part integrates the hardware with the software. Components like the

Programmable Integrated Circuit (PIC) need to be programmed in order for the

mechanisms to work. The components used for the circuits are as listed in the

previous section.

4.2.1 Components Selection

• Micro-controllers

The micro-controller used for the research is the Programmable Integrated

Circuit (PIC). It has a built-in memory, built-in functions, input and output

ports. Programming languages such as C, C++ and assembly language can be

used to program the PIC. There are numbers of PIC families. They are

segregated in terms of their capabilities and characteristics. They can vary

from those that have 18 pins and 40 pins. PIC that has more number of pins

will have more built-in functions and greater capability. The most common

PIC families are the 16F8x and the 16F8xx. Figure 11 and 12 in the next page

show the PIC 16F877 and 16F84 family that will be used in the research

work. PIC works on 5V DC power supply. Over voltage may cause the PIC to

explode. The built-infunctions of the PIC includethe following:

• Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C)
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• Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

• Analogto DigitalConverter(A/D)

• Transmitter and Receiver for RS232

Figure 11:16F877PIC(40pins)

Figure 12:16F84 PIC (18 pins)

Resonator

The crystal clock or resonator provides the pulse to the PIC. These pulses are

needed for the PIC to operate. It has the variety range of values depending on

the need of reaction period. Basically there are two types of crystal clock; 2-

pins and 4-pins. The 4-pins crystal clock does not require ceramic capacitors

to be connected to it Uke the 2-pins. Figure 13 shows the 2-pins crystal clock

and Figure 14 shows the 4-pins resonator.

Figure 13:2-pins Figure 14:4-pins
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• Voltage Regulator

Voltage regulator is used to convert or regulate voltage from one level to

another. PIC requires 5V powersupply and some powersupply cannot supply

that specific amount of voltage. Thus, voltage regulator comes into the

picture. Voltage regulator has three pins; input, ground and output. 7805

voltage regulator regulates input power supply to 5V output dc, where else

7806 regulates to 6V output dc. The input must have higher voltage level

compared to the required output voltage. Figure 15 shows the voltage

regulator.

n
Figure 15: VoltageRegulator

• Transistor

Bi-polar Junction Transistor (BJT) is made up of two different substrates

known as the P-substrate and the N-substrate. The P-substrate has the 'hole'

as its majoritycarrier and electrons as its minority carrier.The N-substrate has

the vice-versa majority and minority carrier. BJT is multi-function

semiconductor component. It can be used to amplifysignals and can act as an

automatic switch. BJT has 3 pins known as the Collector (C), the Base (B) and

the Emitter (E). To turn on the BJT, the voltage barrier between the Base and

the Emitter junctionneed to be overcome. The amount of voltage supplied to

the Base pin must be higher than the threshold voltage of the Base-Emitter

junction which is known as the Vbe- For silicone-type BJT, the Vbe is 0.7V

while for germanium-type BJT, the VBe is 0.3V. Generally, BJT is classified

into 2 categories; NPN-type and the PNP-type. The common model for the

NPN-type is 2N3904 and for the PNP-type is 2N3906.

a

Figure 16: Transistor
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• Relay

Relay is used to separate two circuits and can act as a switch when it is

triggered. It consists of 2 ends of a coil, a common pin, a normally closed pin

and a normally opened pin. The 2 ends of the relay's coil are connected to the

primary circuit that will trigger the relay. The common pin together with the

normally opened pin or the normally closed pin is connected to the secondary

circuit. At a time, either normally closed pin or normally opened pin is

connected to the secondary circuit. The unused pin will be grounded. The term

'normally opened' is defined as the pin that is not connected to the common

pin duringthe time whichthe relay is not triggeredby the primarycircuit. The

normally closed circuit on the other hand has the vice-versa condition. To

trigger the relay, the threshold voltage of the relay needs to be overcome. For

instance, the value of the relay is 5V. To trigger the 5V type relay, a voltage

level supplied to the relay through its coil must be higher than 5V. Once it is

triggered, the common pin will latched together with normally opened pin.

Figure 17: Relay

• Diode

Diode is used to allow only one direction ofcurrent to flow through it. It does

not allow the current to flow in the opposite direction. This is known as the

forward-bias operation. Normally, diode is used to regulate voltage from the

alternating form to the direct form. On the other hand, diode is normally used

for circuits' protection purposes to prevent voltage feedback that may cause

damages to circuits from happening. Listed below are some of the diode types

that have different operating current limit that suits different kind of

requirements:

• BY299 - also known as the power diode that can sustain up to 8A of

current

• LN4148 - also known as the zener diode that operates in reverse-bias

mode and can sustain up to 800mA of current
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• 1N4007 - can sustain up to 7A of current

From the three mentioned above, only the 1N4007 type is not equipped with

'fast recovery' mode. This mode is vital in preserving the life of the micro

controller connected to it.

Figurel8: Diode

• DC Motor

DC motors have their own rotation rate known as the RPM, RPM (Rotations

per Minute) is normally inversely proportional to their torque. The RPM of

the motor used is low since the mechanisms connected to them must be

controlled carefully to ensure its accuracy. The power supply for DC motors is

normally 12V up to 24V. Figure 19 shows the DC motor.

Figure 19: DC Motor

4.2.2 Remote Control and Robot Controller

The tele-operated robot involves the communication between the remote circuit and

the robot's controller circuit. The PIC ofthe remote circuit gives command to the PIC

of the robot's controller circuit to execute any commands given. The PIC of the

robot's controller circuit will then controls the movement of the mechanisms

connected to it.
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The figure below shows the 2 slave PIC circuits connected to the master PIC circuit.

The 2 slaves are meant to control the robot's wheel movement and the mechanisms

movement separately. Each slave PIC will be activatedbased on which buttonsofthe

remote circuit are being pressed. All three circuits shares the same crystal resonator to

enable synchronize operation between them. This condition is the basic part for the

I2C to work. The value of the crystal resonator tested is 4 MHz. This means that the

operation of the circuit is repeated 4 million times in one second based on the

following formula:

Period (t) = 1 / Frequency (Hz)
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Figure 20: Master and Slave Circuits Integrated Together

Every device connected tothe I2C bus needs to have individual set ofpull-up resistors
that connect the bus to the power supply. This is done due to the need of pulling the

I2C bus high whenever the bus is idle. An idle bus indicates that any Masters along
the I2C bus can initiate the START condition to enable them to communicate with

other devicesalongthe bus. The value of the pull-upsvaries according to the value of

the powersupply voltage, bus capacitance and the number of devices connected along

the bus.
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The wiring pattern of the IC bus needs to be taken into consideration to minimize

interference along the bus lines. The wiring pattern shown in Figure 21 is used if the

bus lines exceeds 10cm and includes the VDd and Vss lines.

Figure 21: Wiring Pattern [4]

4.2.3 PowerSupply

A 12V battery will supply power to the whole circuits. However, components like the

micro-controller (PIC) and servo require 5V and 6V supply respectively. Over

voltages for these 2 components can caused damages. Thus, the 12V supply needs to

be converted into 5V and 6V. In this case, a voltage converter circuit has been

designed and constructed as shown in Figure 22 below. The components used for the

conversion to take place are the 7805 and 7806 voltage converters. The 7805 converts

the 12V supply into 5V, where else 7806 convert the 12V supply into 6V. The LEDs

on the circuit board are used to indicate that the voltage converters are working. The

voltage converters have 3 pins; supply from battery, ground and the converted output

voltage. A capacitor needs to be connected between the supply from battery's pin and

the converted output voltage's pin. The presence of the capacitor is to ensure that the

output voltage is a stable one. Heat-sink is connected to the voltage converters to

allow the dissipation of heat generated at the voltage converters.

Figure 22: Voltage Converter Circuit
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4.2.4 DC Motor Driver with Speed Control

DC motors cannot be driven directly from the micro-controller (PIC). This is because

the voltageoutput from the PIC is in the range of 3 to 5 volts. The standard operating

voltage of dc motors are between 8 to 12 volts. Thus, external circuit needs are

designed and constructed to control the operation of the dc motors and to interface

them with the PIC. This is where motor driver circuit comes into the picture. The

motor driver circuit has the ability to control the direction and the speed of the dc

motors. Relays will be used when it comes to control only the rotation direction ofthe

dc motors. To control the rotation speed on the other hand requires a specific

component called the h-bridge. In the project, two types of DC motor drivers are

used. 'DC motor driver with speed control' is used to control the robots' wheels while

the 'DC motor driver without speed control' is used to control the mechanisms'

movement.

Figure 23 shows the schematic diagram of the DC motor driver with PWM. PWM

means Pulse Width Modulation. It is used to vary the speed of the dc motors'

rotation. In the schematic given, the main component used is the L298 h-bridge. It

can control the speed and the direction of the dc motors rotation. One L298 can

control 2 dc motors at a time. It receives specific signal from the PIC to perform

specific command.

Figure 23: DC Motor Driver with Speed Control Circuit Schematic
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4.2.5 DC Motor Driver without Speed Control

H-bridge is not required when it comes to control the rotation direction of the DC

motors with constant speed. Relays are used to replace the h-bridge in this case. One

DC motor requires one motor driver circuit that uses relays as shown in the figure

below. The output from the micro-controller is connected to the transistor. The

transistor will act as an automatic switch when the voltage level provided to the Base

(B) pin of it exceeds its threshold voltage value. In this case, the threshold voltage

value is 0.7V since it is a silicon-type transistor. Each relay controls one end of the

DC motor. Thus, 2 relays are required to control one DC motor. The direction of the

DC motor rotation is varied by varying the output of the micro-controller (refer Table

3).

12V 12V

OUT1

04::

j—VW
lkfl Topic

(REV)

12V

OUT2

12V

D3
A

J—Wv -♦topic

(FWD)

Figure 24: DC Motor Driver without Speed Control Circuit Schematic

Table 3: DC Motor Rotation Direction

Relay 1 Coil State Relay 2 Coil State DC Motor Direction

0 0 No Rotation

0 1 Clockwise

1 0 Counter Clockwise

1 1 Not Allowed
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4.3 Programming Algorithms

4.3.1 Conditional Master and Conditional Slaves

The main idea of the programming algorithm for the "Conditional Master and

Conditional Slaves" is to allow only one slave PIC to execute certain command when

it is called by the master PIC. This is done by assigning the 2 slaves with 2 different

addresses to differentiate them with one another. In this case, the slave 1 is assigned

with the address of0x10 while slave 2 is assigned with 0x20.

Each slave PIC would only execute when individual 4 buttons are being pushed at the

master circuit. That means each slave will execute 4 commands only. Slave 1 has

been assigned to control the robot maneuver while slave 2 to controls the robot's

mechanism. Whenever buttons to control the robot's maneuver are pressed, the

master PIC will 'call' slave 1 and sends data to it while slave 2 remains in idle state.

The same goes when the robot's mechanisms buttonsare being pressedwhere slave 2

will execute commands and slave 1 remains in idle state. Both slaves will be in idle

state when neither buttons are being pressed.

Hie outcome from the testing is that the communication between them works. Each

slave is able to execute command when the corresponding buttons were pushed.

However, some problems had risen during the testing. The output LEDs at slave 1 are

dim and not bright as compared to the LEDs at slave 2. This may happened due to

low level of output voltage at the LED. The troubleshooting part of this problem has

been completed where resistors are connected in series with the LED. The output

voltage at the specified pins has the value between 3.3V to 5V whenever the output is

HIGH.
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4.3.2 Real-time Master and Conditional Slaves

The programming algorithm for the "Real-time Master and Conditional Slaves"

repeats the 4-steps ofthe I2C serial programming; start, call address, write data and

stop. The repetition is done to call and send data to the both slave micro-controllers at

the same time. In reality, slave 0x20 should have some delay compared to the slave

0x10 since it received data from the master micro-controller later than slave 0x10,

Although the delay between them exists, it is negligible for slow or medium rate

communication.

The objective of the programming algorithm generated is achieved where both slave

0x10 and 0x20 responded to the push buttons that are being pushed at the master

micro-controller side. As expected, 0x20 responded later than 0x10 with a very

minimum period of time and almost undetectable. However, some problems are

detected asthe circuit is tested. The problems are shown below:

• Only one slave responded as the push buttons are being pressed

• None ofthe slaves responded and seems to be in the idle state

Even thoughthe problemsstated above occurred, their occurrences are at the minimal

level where most of the time both slaves responded to the data sent by the master

micro-controller.

The 'real-time master and conditional slaves' is more practical and ideal compared to

the other since the master PIC continuously sends binaries to slave PIC. The

execution part only happens in the slave PIC. This ensures that any modifications of

the programming algorithm only need to be done in the slave PIC. This is what a

standard remote-control is made of. On the other hand, the 'real-time master and

conditional slaves' is not suitable when it comes to devices that perform their own

operation that are not related to the whole system. This is due to the fact that the

devices are continuously called by the Master even when the remote buttons that are

not related to them are pressed.
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4.4 End Product

Figure 25,26 and 27 showthe endproduct that integrates the 3 partsof the robot. The

parts are the structure and mechanism, the electronic circuits and the programming

algorithms.

©•if

Figure 25: The End Product Figure 26: The Robot Grips the Object

Figure 27: The Robot Lifts the Object
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this project,the objectiveof developing a tele-operated robot that has the capability

as a transporter is achieved. It is able to transport objects from a location to another

by using its gripper and lifter. I2C bus has been fully utilized in developing the tele-

operated robot. The project has lead to understanding of many robotics aspects

including the mechanism construction, electronic circuit development and

programming algorithms generation. The project has shown that I2C bus is an ideal

communication bus between micro-controllers since it has the ability to cater the

problems faced by parallel bus usage in electronic systems. I2C bus has the ability to
reduce the circuits' complexity, reduce the cost, has better accuracy and eases

systems modifications. The understanding of I C operations enables any electronic

components in systems to be manipulated at ease. The project also highlighted some

set-backs in terms of the communication between the electronic circuits. This

includes the I2C bus length limitation, real-time programming algorithms operation

and the proper selection of pull-up resistors. The improvements that can be made in

the future includes replace the wired communication with wireless communication

and add more capabilities to the robot. This includes by adding vision system and

making the robot ableto crossdifferent kindsof terrain without losing its balance.
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APPENDIX A

PIC 16F84 MICRO-CONTROLLER (PIN LAYpUT)
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$
Microchip PIC16F8X

18-pin Flash/EEPROM 8-Bit Microcontrollers

Devices Included in this DataSheet;

• P1C16F83

• P1C16F84

• PIC16CR83

• PIC16CR84

• Extended voltage range devices available
(PIC16LF8X, PIC16LCR8X)

High Performance RISC CPU Features:

• Only 35 single word instructions to learn

• All instructions single cycle except for program
branches which are two-cycle

• Operating speed: DC -10 MHz clock input
DC - 400 ns instruction cycle

Device

Program
Memory
(words)

Data

RAM

(bytes)

Data

EEPROM

(bytes)

Max.

Freq
(MHz)

PIC16F83 512 Flash 36 64 10

PJC16F84 1 K Flash 68 64 10

PIC16CR83 512 ROM 36 64 10

PIC16CR84 1KROM 68 64 10

• 14-bit wide instructions

• 8-bit wide data path

• 15 special function hardware registers
• Eight-level deep hardware stack

• Direct, indirectand relativeaddressing modes
• Four interrupt sources:

- External RB0/INT pin
- TMR0 timer overflow

- PORTB<7:4> interrupton change
- Data EEPROM write complete

• 1000 erase/write cycles Flash program memory
• 10,000,000 erase/write cycles EEPROM data mem

ory

• EEPROM Data Retention > 40 years

Peripheral Features:

• 131/0 pins with individual direction contra!
• High current sink/source for direct LED drive

- 25 mAsink max. per pin
- 20 mA source max. per pin

• TMR0: 8-bit timer/counter with 8-bit
programmable prescaler

1998 MicrochipTechnology Inc.

Pin Diagrams

RA2

RA3

RA4/T0CKI

MCUV

Vss

RB0/INT

RB1

RB2

RB3

PDIP, SOIC

T~T

•o -a

O O
-k -A

<J> CI

JO 2
os X
X

is:

17 3-
163-

15]-

14]-

13 J'

12 3

113-

103-

-RA1

-RAO

-OSC1/CLKIN

-OSC2/CLKOUT

-VDD

R87

-RB6

-RB5

RB4

Special Microcontroller Features:

• In-Circuit Serial Programming (ICSP™)- via two
pins (ROM devices support only Data EEPROM
programming)

• Power-on Reset (POR)

• Power-up Timer (PWRT)

• OscillatorStart-up Timer (OST)
• WatchdogTimer(WDT) with its ownon-chipRC

oscillator for reliable operation
• Code-protection

• Power saving SLEEP mode

• Selectable oscillator options

CMOS Flash/EEPROM Technology:

• Low-power, high-speed technology
• Fullystatic design

• Wide operating voltage range:

- Commercial: 2.0V to 6.0V
- Industrial: 2.0V to 6.0V

• Low power consumption:

- < 2 mA typical @ 5V, 4 MHz
- 15 mAtypical @2V, 32 KHz
- < 1 loA typical standby current @ 2V
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PIC 16F877 MICRO-CONTROLLER (PIN LAYOUT)
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Microchip PIC16F87X
28/40-Pin 8-Bit CMOS FLASH Microcontrollers

Devices Included in this Data $heet:
PIC16F873

PIC16F874
PIC16F876

PIC16F877

Microcontroller Core Features:
• High performance RISC CPU

• Only 35single word instructions to learn
• All single cycle instructions except for program

branches which are two cycle
• Operating speed: DC - 20 MHz clock input

DC - 200ns instruction cycle
• Up to 8K x14 words of FLASH Program Memory,

Up to 368 x8bytes of Data Memory (RAM)
Up to 256 x8bytes of EEPROM Data Memory

• Pinout compatible to the PIC16C73B/74B/76/77
• Interrupt capability (up to 14 sources)
• Eight level deep hardware stack

• Direct, indirect and relative addressing modes
• Power-on Reset (POR)
• Power-up Timer (PWRT) and

Oscillator Start-up Timer (OST)
• Watchdog Timer (WDT) with its own on-chip RC

oscillator for reliable operation
• Programmable code protection
• Power saving SLEEP mode
• Selectable oscillator options
• Low power, high speed CMOS FLASH/EEPROM

technology

' Fully static design

1 In-Circuit Serial Programming™ (ICSP) via two
pins

Single 5V In-Circuit Serial Programming capability
In-Circuit Debugging via two pins
Processor read/write access to program memory
Wide operating voltage range: 2.0V to 5.5V
High Sink/Source Current: 25 mA

Commercial, Industrial and Extended temperature
ranges

Low-power consumption:
- < 0.6 mAtypical ©3V, 4 MHz
- 20 uAtypical @ 3V, 32 kHz

- < 1 uAtypical standby current

12001 Microchip Technology Inc.

Pin Diagram

PDIP

MCLR/Vpp

RAO/ANO

RA1/AN1

RA2/AN2A/REF-

RA3/AN3VREF+

RA4TQCKI

RA5/AN4/SS

RE0/RD/AN5

RE1M/R/AN6

RE2/CS/AN7

Vdd

Vss

OSC1/CLKIN

OSC2/CLKOUT

RSitfFiQSS/Tickl
RCtm0SI/CCP2

RC2/CCP1

RC3/SCK/SCL

RD0/PSP0

RD1/PSP1

Peripheral Features:

• TimerO: 8-bit timer/counter with 8-bit prescaler
• Timerl: 16-bit timer/counter with prescaler,

can be incremented during SLEEP via external
crystal/clock

' Timer2: 8-bit timer/counter with 8-bit period
register, prescaler and postscaler

• Two Capture, Compare, PWM modules
- Capture is 16-bit, max. resolution is 12.5ns
- Compare is 16-bit, max. resolution is 200ns
- PWM max. resolution is 10-bit

10-bit multi-channel Analog-to-Digital converter
Synchronous Serial Port (SSP) with SPI™ (Master
mode) and l2C™ (Master/Slave)
Universal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver
Transmitter (USART/SCI) with 9-bit address
detection

Parallel Slave Port (PSP) 8-bits wide, with
external RD, WR and CS controls (40/44-pin only)
Brown-out detection circuitry for
Brown-out Reset (BOR)
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NINGBO TIANBO GANGLIAN ELECTRONICS CO.,LTD

: NUMBER: P-08KB201A

CONTACT DATAM^:

HJR-3FF ajwzm
specmcahon

act Form$l£7M

act MateriaTM£M#4

act Ratings!^. $§c

Switching VoltageJt;*C$£&tfe£E

Switching Current|ii;$f$|%$L

Switching Power M'X$%k$l%

act Resistance^

Expectancy Electrical ^C^fi

MachanicalftllW^

GENERAL DATA

ation Resistance^^M-ft.

ctric Strength Between Open Contacts^,£

een Contacts and coil|fej£-%^g

ite Timet-£-Bffi

iseTinief|$tHffi

erature Ranged*tMi

1A/1C

Silver Alloy

1A:10A240VAC,
15A125VAC

12A120VAC/24VDC

250VAC/30VDC

15A

2770VA/240W

100m £3 Max

100, 000

10, 000, 000

DATE: 2001/11/02

IC; 7A240VAC/10A120VAC/24VDC
15A125VAC

at 6VDC 1A

Operations(at30Operations/minute)
Operations

lOOMQMin at500VDC

750VAC(for one minute)

1500VAC(for one minute)

10ms

5ms

-40°Cto+85°C (105*0

Resistances^-
Operating Extremes^#$&H 10G

Damage Limits$££fW$ 100G

tion Resistance

dityMJ

itl

Standard^**?!

:OILDATA5 l#!

inalVoltage

;vdc)

Coil Resistance at20°C±10%( Q)
fflfl

0.36W 0.45W

25 Q

70 £

100 Q

225 Q

12 400 Q
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Philips SeMconductors

NPN switching transistor

FEATURES

• Low current (max. 200 mA)

• Low voltage (max. 40 V).

APPLICATIONS

• High-speed switching,

DESCRIPTION

NPN switching transistor in a TO-92; SOT54 plastic
package. PNP complement: 2N3906.

Product specification

2N3904

PINNING

PIN DESCRIPTION

1 collector

2 base

3 emitter

Fig.1 Simplified outline (TO-92; SOT54)
and symbol

LIMITING VALUES

In accordancewith the Absolute Maximum Rating System (IEC 134).

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN. MAX. UNIT

VCBO collector-base voltage open emitter
- 60 V

VCEO collector-emitter voltage open base
- 40 V

Vebo emitter-base voltage open collector - 6 V

lc collector current (DC)
- 200 mA

'cm peak collector current
- 300 mA

'bm peak base current
- 100 mA

Ptot total power dissipation Tamb < 25 °C; note 1
- 500 mW

Tstg storage temperature -65 +150 °C

Tj junction temperature
- 150 °c

' amb operating ambient temperature -65 +150 °c

Note

1. Transistor mounted on an FR4 printed-circuit board.

1999 Apr 23



Philips Semiconductors Product specification

NPN switching transistor 2N3904

THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS VALUE UNIT

Rthi-a thermal resistance fromjunction to ambient note 1 250 KAA/

Note

1. Transistormounted on an FR4 printed-circuit board.

CHARACTERISTICS

Tamb= 25°C.

SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN. MAX. UNIT

'CBO collector cut-off current Ie = 0; VCB = 30 V „ 50 nA

'ebo emitter cut-off current lc = 0;VEB = 6V _ 50 nA

hFE DC current gain Vge = 1 V; note 1

lc = 0.1 mA

Ic = t mA

lc=10mA

lc = 50 mA

lc= 100 mA

60

80

100

60

30

300

VCEsat collector-emitter saturationvoltage lc = 10mA; lB = 1 mA; note 1
- 200 mV

lc = 50mA; lB = 5 mA; note 1 - 200 mV

VBEsat base-emitter saturation voltage lc = 10 mA; Ib = 1 mA; note 1
- 850 mV

lc = 50mA; lB = 5mA; note 1 _ 950 mV

Cc collector capacitance Je = ie = 0; Vcs^SVjf^l MHz - 4 PF
Ce emitter capacitance lc = ic = 0; VEB = 500 mV; f = 1 MHz - 8 PF
fT transition frequency lc = 10 mA; VCE = 20 V; f = 100 MHz 300 - MHz

F noise figure Ic = 100^lA;Vce = 5V;Rs=1 kQ;
f= 10 Hz to 15.7 kHz

- 5 dB

Switching ti mes {between 10% and 90% levels); see Fig.2

*on turn-on time lCon = 10 mA; lBon = 1 mA;
lB0ff = -1 mA

- 65 ns

td delay time
- 35 ns

tr rise time
— 35 ns

toff turn-off time ^ 240 ns

u storage time
_ 200 ns

tf fall time
- 50 ns

Note

1. Pulse test: tp< 300 jis; 8 £ 0.02.

1999 Apr 23
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57.

. OPERATING SUPPLY VOLTAGE UPTO46 V
« TOTAL DC CURRENT UP TO 4 A
• LOWSATURATION VOLTAGE
. OVERTEMPERATURE PROTECTION
. LOGICAL "0" INPUT VOLTAGE UP TO 1 5 V

(HIGH NOISE IMMUNITY)

DESCRIPTION

The L298 isan integrated monolithic circuit in a 15-
lead Multjwatt and PowerSO20 packages. It is a
high voltage, high current dual full-bridge driver de
signed toaccept standard TTL logic levels and drive
inductive loads such as relays, solenoids, DC and
stepping motors. Two enable inputs areprovkied to
enable ordisable the device independently ofthe in
putsignals. Theemitters ofthe lower transistors of
eachbridge are connected together andthe corre
sponding external terminal can be usedfor thecon-

BLOCK DIAGRAM

L298

DUAL FULL-BRIDGE DRIVER

MultiwatttS PowersO20

3RDERING NUMBERS : L298N (Multiwatt Vert.)
L298HN (Multiwatt Horiz.)
L298P (PowerSO20)

nection ofanexternal sensing resistor. An additional
supply input isprovided so thatthe logic works at a
lower voltage.
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L298

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

Symbol Parameter
Vs

VSS

V|,Ve

b

Vs

Plot

'op

Tstg, Tj

Power Supply

LogicSupply Voltage

Inputarid EnableVoltage

Peak Output Current (each Channel)
- Non Repetitive (t= 100us)
-Repetitive (80% on -20% off; *,« =10ms)
-DC Operation

Sensing Voltage

Total Power Dissipation (Tcaae = 75°C)
Junction Operating Temperature
Storage and Junction Temperature

PIN CONNECTIONS (top view)

TAB CONNECTED TO PIN 8

THERMAL DATA

Symbol

GND I 1 20

Sense A I 2 19

N.C. f~^ 3 18

Out1 I 4 17

Out 2 CZ 5 PowerSO20 16

Vs LZZ 6 15

input1 r~~^; 7 14

Enable A ) 3 13

Input 2 I " 9 12

GND £ZZ. 10

11

Parameter

Rthj-case Thermal Resistance Junction-case Max.

Rth j-amb Thermal Resistance Junction-ambient

<*) Mounted on aluminumsubstrate

2/13

Max.

Value

50

-0.3 to 7

3

2.5

2

-1 to 2.3

25

-25 to 130

-40 to 150

CURRENT SENSING B

OUTPUT4

OUTPUT3

INPUT 4

ENABLE B

INPUT 3

LOGIC SUPPLY VOLTAGE Vs
GND

INPUT 2

ENABLEA

INPUT 1

SUPPLY VOLTAGE Vs
OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT1

CURRENT SENSING A

GND

Sense I

N.C.

Out 4

Out 3

Input 4

Enable

Input 3

VSS

GND

Pbwer3O20

13 n

Muitiwatt15

35

Unit

V

V

A

A

A
V

W

Unit

DC/W

3C/W

m



L298

PIN FUNCTIONS (refer to the block diagram)

MW.15 PowerSO

1;15 2;19

2;3 4;5

5;7 7;9

6:11 8:14

1,10,11,20

12

10; 12 13;15

13; 14 16:17

3;18

Name

Sense A; Sense B

Out 1; Out 2

Vs

input 1; Input 2

Enable A; Enable B

GND

VSS

Input 3; Input 4

Out 3; Out 4

N.C.

Function

Between this pin and ground is connected tie sense resistor to
control the current of the load.

Outputs ofthe Bridge A; the current thatflows through the load
connected between these two pins is monitored at pin1.
Supply Voltage forthe PowerOutputStages.
A non-inductive 10OnF capacitor must be connected between this
pin and ground.
TTL Compatible inputsofthe Bridge A.
TTL Compatible Enable Input theLstate disables thebridge A
(enabie A)and/orthe bridgeB (enable B).
Ground.

Supply Voltage forthe Logic Blocks. A100nF capacitor mustbe
connected between this pinand ground.
TTLCompatible inputs of the BridgeB.

Outputs ofthe Bridge B. Thecurrent thatflows through the load
connected between these two pinsis monitored at pin 15.
Not Connected

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vs =42V; Vss =5V, Tj =25°G- unless otherwise specified)
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min. Typ. Max. Unit

Vs Supply Voltage (pin4) Operative Condition V,H+2.5 46 V
Vss LogicSupply Voltage (pin 9) 4.5 5 7 V

Is Quiescent SupplyCurrent (pin 4) Veri = H; lL = 0 Vj=L
Vi = H

13

50

22

70

mA

mA

Ven - L Vj = X 4 mA
Iss Quiescent Currentfrom Vss (pin 9) Ven=H; lL = 0 Vi = L

Vi = H

24

7

36

12

mA

mA

Vm= L Vj = X 6 mA

ViL Input LowVoltage
(pins 5, 7,10,12)

-0.3 1,5 V

Vh input High Voltage
(pins 5, 7,10,12)

2.3 VSS V

liL LowVoltage Input Current
(pins 5, 7,10,12)

V=L -10 uA

l)H High Voltage Input Current
(pins 5, 7,10,12)

Vi = H<Vss-G.6V 30 100 MA

Ven=L Enable LowVoltage (pins 6,11) -0.3 1.5 V
Ven=H Enable High Voltage (pins6,11) 2.3 Vss V

U = L LowVoltage Enable Current
(pins 6,11)

Ven = L -10 pA

Un = H High Vottage Enable Current
(pins B. 11)

Ven = H<Vss-0.6V 30 100 uA

VcEsat (H) Source Saturation Voltage Il = 1A
Il = 2A

0.95 1.35

2

1.7

2.7

V

V
VcEaffl (L) SinkSaturationVoltage !l = 1A (5)

Il = 2A (5)
0.S5 1.2

1.7

1.6

2.3

V

V
VcEsat Total Drop Il=1A (5)

lL= 2A (5)
1.80 3.2

4.9

V

V

Vsens SensingVoltage (pins1,15) -1 (1) 2 V

5i 3/13
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master

////////////y/////////////////////////////////
// slave: 0x10 (slave 1 to control robot movement) //
// 0x20 (slave 2 to control robot mechanisms) //
// //// input: B0 = robot forward //
// Bl = robot reverse //
// B2 = robot turn left //
// B3 = robot turn right //
// B4 == mechanism up //
// B5 = mechanism down //
// B6 = mechanism grip //
// B7 = mechanism release
If //

//// I2C pins = A0 (SDA) //
// AI (SCL) Y/
//

#include <16F84A.h>
#fuses XT.NOWDT.NOPROTECT.NOPUT
#use delay(clock=4000000)

#use l2C(MASTER-,SDA-PIN_^DiSCL=PIN_Ali slow)

#define slave_address_l 0x10

#define slave_address_2 0x20

int keypress;

void hantarO'nt slave_addressiint command);

void main()

outputJiigh(PlN_A2);

while(l)

keypress = input_b();

i f(keypress==0b00000001)

hantar(slave_address_l, 0x00);

}
else if(keypress==0b00000010)

hantar(slave_address_l, 0x01);

}
else if(keypress==0b00000100)

hantar(slave_address_l, 0x02);

}
else if(keypress==0b00001000)

Page 1
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u ^ ^ -i . master
hantar(slave_address_l, 0x03);

}

else lf(keypress-=0b00010000)

hantar(slave_address_2, 0x00);
}
else if(keypress==0b00100000)

hantar(slave_address_2, 0x01);
}
else if(keypress==0b01000000)

hantar(slave_address_2, 0x02);

}

else if(keypres5==0bl0000000)

hantar(slave_address_2, 0x03);

}
else
{
}

}

'oid hantar(int slave_address,int command)
i2c_start();
delay_ms(l);
i2c_write(slave_address);
delay_ms(l);
i2c_write(command);
de"lay„ms(l);
i2c_stop();
delay_ms(l);
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slavelfyp2

// Program: slave 1 (0x10) for robot movement control '"""rvy
// / /
// i2c Pins: pin_c4 (sda), pin_c3 (SCL) //
// //
// output: B4 = right motor (terminal 1) //
// B5 = right motor (terminal 2) //
// B6 = left motor (terminal 1) //
// B7 = left motor (terminal 2) //
/J //

#include <16F877a.h>
#fuses XT,NOWDT,NOPROTECT,NOPUT
#use delay(clock=4000000)

#USe I2C(SLAVE,SDA=PIN_C4, SCL=PIN_C3 -, ADDRE5S=0xlQ, FORCE_HW)

#define slave_address 0x10

#INT_SSP

void robot„forward();
void robot_reverse();
void robot_turn_left();
void robot_turn_right();
void robot_stop();

void ssp_interrupt()

setup_ccpl(ccP_PWM);
setup_ccp2(CCP_PWM);
setup_timer_2(T2_DIV_BY_4, 127, 1);

int rcvd_address,rcvd_data;

rcvd_address = i2c_read();

rcvd_data = i2c_read();

if(rcvd_address==slave_address && rcvd_data=-0x00)

robot_forward();

else if(rcvd_address_==slave_address && rcvd_data==0x01)

robot_reverse();
}
else if(rcyd_address—slave_address && rcvd_data—_0x02)

robot_turn_left();
}
else if(rcvd_address==slave_address && rcvd_data==0x03)

robot_turn_right();

else
{

robot_stop();

foid main()
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slavelfyp2

//enable interrupts
enable_i nterrupts(GLOBAL);

enable_interrupts(INT_5SP);

//loop until interrupts take place
while(1)

output_high(PIM_B7);

}

void robot_forward()

output_high(PIN_B6);
outputJlow(PiN_B7);
set_pwml_duty(255);

output_high(PlN_B4);
output_low(PlN_B5);
set_pwm2_duty(255);

void robot_reverse()
{

output_low(P!N_B6);
output_high(PlN_B7);
set_pwml_duty(255);

output_low(PIN_B4);
outputJiigh(PiM_B5);
set_pwm2_duty(255);

void robot_turn_!eft()
{

output_low(PiN_B6);
output_high(PiN_B7);
set_pwm:L_duty(200);

}

output_high(PlN_B4);
output_low(PIN_B5);
set_pwm2_duty(200);

void robot_turn_right()

output_high(PiN_B6);
output_low(P!N_B7);
set_pwml_duty(200);

output_low(PlN_B4);
output_high(PlN_B5);
set_pwm2_duty(200);

/oid robot_stop()

output_low(PiN_B6);
output_low(PIN_B7);
set_pwml_duty(0);

output_low(PIN_B4);
output_low(PlN_B5);
set_pwm2_duty(0);
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slave2fyp2

//////////////////////////////////////A////////////////////////////////// Program: slave 2 (0x20) for robot's mechanism control'///'/////' n/-/
// i2c Pins: pin_c4 (SDA), pin_c3 (SCL) //
// output: pin_bl = mechanism for up/down (terminal 1) //
// pin_b2 = mechanism for up/down (terminal 2) //
// P1n-P? = mechanism for grip/release (terminal 1) //
////////////^1/n/7///V/m/Gchani'sm for S^P/release (terminal 2) //

#include <16F877a.h>
#fuses XT,NOWDT,NOPROTECT,NOPUT
#use delay(clock^4000000)

#use l2C(SLAVEISPA=PIN_C4,SCL=PIN_C3,ADDRESS=0x20,FORCE_HW)
#define slave_address 0x20

#INT_SSP

void mechani
void mechani
void mechani
void mechani

sm_up();
sm_down();
srrL_grip();
sm_release();

void mechanism_stop();

void ssp„interru.pt()

int rcvd_address,rcvd_data;

rcvd_address = i2c_read();

rcvd_data = i2c_read();

if(rcvd_address==slave_address && rcvd_data==_0x00)
mechanism_up();

else if(rcvd_address==slave„address && rcvd_data==0x01)
mechanism_down();

else if(rcvd_address==slave_address && rcvd_data^0x02)
mechanism_grip();

else if(revd_address==slave_address && revd_data==0x03)
mechani sirurel ease();

else
{

mechanism_stop();

oid main()

//enable interrupts
enable_i nterrupts(GLOBAL);
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s!ave2fyp2
enable_mterrupts(iNT_ssp);

//loop until interrupts take place
while(l)

output_high(P!N_B7);
output_low(PlN_Bl)
output-1OW(PIN_B2)
output_Jow(PIN_B4)
output_low(P!N_BS)

}

void mechanism_up()

output_high(PiN_Bl);
output_low(PiN_B2);

0utput_low(PiN_B4)i
output_low(PlN_B5);

void mechanism_down()

output_low(PiN_Bl);
output_high(PlN_B2);

output_low(PIN_B4);
output_low(PlN_B5);

void meshanisnugripO

outpuO ow(PIN_Bl) ;
©utput_low(PiM_B2);

output_high(P!N_B4);
output_low(PiNJ35);

void mechanism_release()

output_low(PiN_Bl);
output_low(PIN_B2);

output_low(PiN_B4);
output_high(PiN_B5);

•oid mechani sm__stop()
{

outputs ow(PlN_Bl);
output_low(PlN_B2);

output_low(PiN_B4);
output_low(PiN_B5);
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mastervl

#include <16FS4a.h>
#fuses XT,NOWDT,NOPROTECT,NOPUT
#use delay(clock=4000000)

#use I2C(MASTER,SDA=PIN_AO-,SCL=PIN_Al,slow)

int data;

void mainO

whi1e(1)

int data;

port_b_pul1ups(TRUE);
data = input_b();

i2c_start();
delay_ms(l);
i2c_write(0x!0);
delay_ms(l);
i2c_write(data);
delay_ms(l);

i2c_start();
delay_ms(l);
i2c_write(0x20);
delay_ms(l);
i2c_write(data);
delay_ms(l);
i2c_stop();
delay_ms(l);
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slavevl

^include <16F877a.h>
#fuses XT,NdWDT,NfOPROTECT,NOPUT, NOLVP
#use delay(clock=4000000)

#USe I2C(SLAVE,SPA=PIN_C4,SCL=_PIN_C3, ADDRESS=OxlQ, FORCE_Hw)
#define slave_address 0x10

#INT_SSP

void ssp_interrupt()

int i==o;
setup_ccpl(ccp_PWM);
setup_ccp2(ccp_pwm);
setup_timer_2(T2_DlV_BY_4, 127, 1);

int rcvd_address, datain;

rcvd_address = i2c_read();

if (rcvd_address==slave_address)
datain = i2c_read();

if (datain==0b00000001)

motor_forward();

Ise if (datain==0b00000010)

motor_reverse();

Ise if (datain==0b00000100)

motor_left();

Ise if (datain==0b00001000)

motor_right();

}
else;

else
{

}
motor_stop();

oid mainQ

//enable interrupts
§nable_interrupts(GLOBAL);

enable_interrupts(iNT_ssp);

//loon until interrupts take place
while (IV r

output_high(PiN_D2);
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}

void mptor_forward()

output_high(PiN_BO);
output„low(PiN_Bl);
set_pwml_duty(255);

output_high(PlN_B2);
output_low(PIN_B3);
set_pwm2_duty(255);

void motor„reverse()

output_low(PIN_BO);
output_high(PIN_Bl);
set_pwml_duty(255);

output_low(PlN_B2);
output_high(PIN_B3);
set_pwm2_duty(255);

void motor„left()

output_1ow(PIN_B0);
output_high(PlN_Bl);
set_pwml_duty(200);

}

output__high(PIN_B2);
output_low(PiN_B3);
set_pwm2_duty(200);

void motor_right()

output_high(PiN_BO);
output_low(PiN_Bl);
set_pwml_duty(200);

}

output_low(PIN_B2);
output_high(PiN_B3)•
set_pwm2_duty(200);

void moto,r_stop.()

output_low(P!N_BO);
output_low(PlN_Bl);
set_pwml_duty(0);

output_low(PiN_B2);
output_low(PlN_B3);
set„pwm2_duty(0);

slavevl
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slave2[actvte at same time]

#include <16F877a.h>
#fUses XT,NOWDT,NOPROTECT,NOPUT,NOLVP
#use delay(clock=4000000)

#use l2c(SLAVEiSDA=PIN_C4,SCL=PIN_C3, ADDRESS=0x20, FORCE.HW)
#define slave_address 0x20

#INT_SSP

void ssp_interrupt()

int rcvd_address-, datain;

rcvd_address = i2c_read();

if (rcvd_address==slave_address)

datain = i2c_read();

if (datain==0b00010000)

mechanism_up();

else if (datain==0b00100000)

mechanism_down();

else if (datain^ObOiOGOOOO)

mechanism_grip();

else if (datain==0bl0000000)

mechanism_release();

}
else;

/oid main()

//enable interrupts
enable_interrupts(GLOBAL);

enable_interrupts(iNT_ssp);

//loop until interrupts take place
while(l)

output_high(P!N_D2);

}
else
{

}
mechanism_stop();

oid mechanism_up()

output_high(PlN_BO);
Page 1



slave2[actvte at same time]
output_low(PiN_Bl);

output_low(PiN_B2);
putput_low(PiN_B3);

void mechanistn_down()

output_low(piN_BO);
output_high(PiN_Bl);

putput_low(PiN_B2);
output_l6w(PiN_B3);

void mechanism_grip()

outputs!ow(P!N_B0);
output_low(PlN_Bl);

output_high(P!N_B2);
output_low(PiN_B3);

void mechanism releaseO
{

outputs!ow(pin_bO);
output_low(P!N_Bl);

output_low(PIN_B2);
output_high(PlN_B3);

void mechanism_stop()

output_low(PiN_B0);
outputsow(PiN_Bl);

output_low(PiN_B2);
output_low(PIN_B3);
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